Become a Dive
Leader/Instructor
Divemaster SDI
SDI/TDI Divemaster This course details the overall body of knowledge and skills that the candidate seeking professional cer fica on as an SDI Divemaster or TDI Technical Divemaster is expected to have a firm understanding of.

Assistant Instructor
Earning the SDI Assistant Instructor ra ng is one of the most important steps along the way within an SDI, TDI and/or ERDI
Dive Leader’s career, as it is where you will learn how to successfully assist an SDI Open Water Scuba Diver Instructor in the
training of new divers and how to train seasoned divers in certain arenas. This course has been me culously cra ed to help
further your knowledge and experience with regard to the theories and techniques involved in teaching scuba diving as a
whole. In this course you will have the opportunity to delve into how and why people learn; common barriers associated
with learning and ways to overcome those barriers; the SDI Teaching Philosophy and why it works; risk management and
how it applies to being a dive leader; and new ways to successfully market and sell scuba

Open Water Scuba Diver Instructor
The SDI OWSDI Course builds on the founda on established via the SDI Divemaster course and the candidates’ experience.
Among other things, this course examines successful teaching techniques, how to implement them and how diﬀerent age
groups and personali es successfully learn. In addi on, candidates will be given the opportunity to hone their general diving
knowledge and perfect their techniques. Earning the SDI Open Water Scuba Diver Instructor (OWSDI) ra ng is one of the
most important steps of an SDI, TDI and/or ERDI Dive Professional’s career, as it is where you will learn to successfully train
new and seasoned divers alike.

If you would like any more details on which courses are available to you please don't hesitate to contact me
with my details below . Please note that the above details are only a guide as to some of the available courses
and are only a small number of available opƟons..

Contact: Ruan PuƩer
SDI Instructor #10028
Mobile: 0458228882
ruan@scubarudiving.com.au

